KOLOMNA: URBAN RECONSTRUCTION CHALLENGE IN ANCIENT RUSSIAN TOWN CONTEXT | Winter School
January 31 – February 11, 2022, Moscow and Kolomna

Kolomna has a ‘full set’ of the Russian historical town monuments including red-brick medieval fortress Kremlin, churches, monasteries on the banks of two rivers, rich merchant family’s mansions as well constructivist era workers settlements and public buildings – all mixed together in relatively low-density small-scale urban landscape. Winter School is organized by Moscow State University of Civil Engineering (MGSU) and will be focused on interdisciplinary design goal featuring historical landscape, industrial architecture site renovation, public and residential housing integration.

Russian Language Course: Participants would also attend Intensive Russian language course, integrated into the program, with no previous knowledge of Russian required.

Students from Germany are eligible to apply for DAAD go east! Scholarship!

Participation fee: 600 € includes:
- Accommodation in MGSU dormitories (2 persons per room)
- Tuition (Russian language course included)
- Overnight stay in Kolomna hostel (3 persons per room)
- Cultural program visits; Internet access in MGSU

Contact information:
+7 (499) 183-38-01
summerschool@mgsu.ru
https://srs.mgsu.ru

Tutors: Three doctorate holders and two senior lecturers from departments of Architecture and Urban Planning, guest lecturers from local heritage preservation organizations.

Partners and support: DOCOMOMO Russia, Moscow Regional Chapter of the All-Russian Society for Historical and Culture Monuments Preservation, The Constructivist Project

Academic results: Participants will be awarded with 4 ECTS credits upon successful completion of the Winter School.

Deadline for application:
November 22nd, 2021, for DAAD go.east! applicants.
January 16th, 2022, for everyone else.